GoMobile!

Mobilize, Simplify, Transform any business System into a mobile app

Michael Nachimovskey
A crazy thought...

What if CIOs could make ERP* as simple to use as Uber?

*CRM, HR, or any other home grown application welcome!
“In 5 years, 70% of software interaction in enterprises will occur on mobile devices.”

Gartner (Dec 2016)
Enterprise Mobility – a challenge

Heavily customized and surrounded by significant security and access infrastructure

No simplicity nor mobility in mind

Hundreds of applications

overly complex mobile user experience

heavy investment of time, money, and skilled resources
How can we take these?
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And turn it into this?
Our Solution

- New security APIs
- Infrastructure upgrades
- New hiring

No business disruption. Fastest time-to-market.
The One Minute Enterprise

Enterprise mobility is about the one-minute transaction.
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Let’s see the Magic

Live Demo
Case Study - DirecTV

DirecTV was looking to modernize the customer on-boarding experience while reducing the cost of activation.

After only 3 weeks:
- 25 minute activation down to 1 magical minute.
- $50 for call to cost center down to $0.*
- Powering 34,000 activations per month.

$1.7M per month’s Savings!

*Fully loaded cost per call
Case study
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THE BUSINESS NEED

Increase efficiency by enabling HR and employees to self-serve
Simplify and mobilize HR systems to minimize time employees spend on corporate tasks
Extend approval from financial systems beyond director-level personnel

THE SOLUTION

Modernized PeopleSoft HR systems, mobilizing ~30 processes, including corporate compliance, benefits, performance appraisals, etc.
One-minute workflows for each process, utilizing built-in alerts to help users expedite tasks such as manager approvals

BUSINESS VALUE

Hundreds of PTO users in weeks
50% time savings for internal job applications
Just weeks to value
No user training needed
Together is Better

WORKSIMPLE
A beautiful, personalized mobile workspace

SECURITY
Enterprise grade security and scalability

DESIGNER
Deliver user-first micro apps with no coding

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE
Scoping, Design, Implementation and Support

TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT
Support for other technologies other than web

ANALYTICS
Drive adoption through live monitoring and analytics

RUNTIME
Seamlessly connect to your business apps with no APIs

TELCO PACKAGES
Pre-configured templates for MV flows

CONSUME & PROVIDE
Internal use and B2B offerings
Your Value

By using Amdocs & Capriza’s state of the art technology we can modernize any business application:

- Fastest TTM
- MobileFirst Approach
- Bot Solutions
- Cost Effective
- Security & Scalability
Thank you

For Any questions and details:
Michael Nachimovskey, Product Manager: michael.nachimovskey@amdocs.com
Pato Medina: Pato.Medina@Amdocs.com